several orders of magnitude to achieve a
substanrial reducrion to the threat of AP
mines in a reasonable time frame and ar
an affordable cost.
The priorities for research and development in the humanitarian demining
field require strategies that should start
with the following needs:
• To develop reliable and accurate
techniques that can enhance the performance of the demining process and allow efficient area detection of mine fields.
T here is an urgent need to recognize and
reliably locate mine fields and isolate
them by defin ing proper signs and limits
ro make the public aware and to avoid
fu rrher accidents.
• To have qual ity training programs
that fit the needs of local environments.
Such training programs need to integrate
cultural, environmental and operational
considerations when devel oped.
• To enhance the safety of deminers
by providing them with suitable clothing and equipment and by isolating them
fro m direct physical contact with rhe mine.
• To enhance the performance of rhe
sensor and the deminer.
• To have light, reliable, easy-to-use
ha ndheld multi-sensor systems to support
clearance in difficult and narrow environments (woods, uneven terrai n, residential, etc.) and vehicle-based systems ro
support mine clearance in open areas.
• To use informa tion and communication technologies to enhance contact,
experience, research, planning and to
share results and data among all parries and
personnel within the demining community.
• To have mechanized vegetation
cutting; however, it would be better to
find a technology rhar can detect and mark
mines without having to cut vegetation.
• To speed up the mine detection
process with an array of sensors that can
be integrated to cover wider areas.
• To automate/mechanize detection
and removal of mines and to improve
deminer safety through the use of efficient, reliable and cost effective humanitarian mine action equipment (such as
robots, flexible mechanisms, etc.) with
minimum environmental impact.
\
• To have efficient quality control
methods that are reliable and accurate in
ensuring that an area is clear of mines.

Mine Clearance Techniques
and Technologies for Effective
Humanitarian Demining
To improve mine clearance performance and to enhance safety of demining
personnel, there is a need for efficient humanitarian mine action equipment.
Accurate and reliable mine detection techniques and technologies capable
of area detection and clearance are crucial for successful demining.
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Introduction

• Demining in
Afghanistan.

The removal and the destruction of
all forms of dangerous banlefleld debris-particularly landmines-are vital
prerequisites for any region to recover
from their impact. These tasks involve a
great deal of effort and time, and high
risk, all of which result in high clearance
cost per surface unit. Many cond itions
have to be observed, such as soil, topologyand type ofcontamination [1-7, I 0, 11] .
The major effect of mines is to deny
access to land and irs resources, causing
deprivation and social problems among
the affected populations. In addition, the
medical, social, economic and environmental consequences are immense. The
United Nations Department of Human
Affairs (UNDHA) assesses that there are
more than 100 million mines that pose
sign ificant hazards in more than 68 countries around the world. Many types of
mines exist arou nd the world, including
more than 650 types of AP landmines

[1,2,5]. AP mines are harmful because of
their unknown position and because of
the variety in explosive load, the activation means, the action range and the effect on human bodies. Landmine technology ranges from simple to highly technical devices. Pressure, tripwires, tension
or pressure release, electromagnetic influence and seismic signals can deronate
mines. Some landmin es are "hardened"
against neutralization by explosives, and
other landmines have ami-disturbance
mechanisms. In add ition, a mine may
have a booster cha rge to enhance the
power released by the detonator to a level
that is enough to initiate the main charge.
Mines may have been in place for many
years; they may be corroded, waterlogged
o r impregnated with mud or d irt, and
they can behave quite unpredictably.
Some mines were buried deep in the soil
in order to prevent more organized forces
from finding them with metal detectors.
Deeper mines may nor detonate when the
ground is hard, but rain may later soften the
ground to the point where even a ch ild's
footstep will se t them off. Modern
landmines are fabricated from sophisticated non-metallic materials and incorporate advanced electronics. They are harm-

fUl because of their unknown position and
because they are often difficult ro detect.

Humanitarian Mine
Clearing "Demining"
Phases
T he landmine clearance process can
be divided into the following basic parts:
I. Locating and idemifying a mine
field in order to map it.
2. Preparing rhe mine field for the
clearance operation, which can include
cmting vegetation, collecting metal fragments from the su rface, etc.
3. Locating and marking individual
mines with in the identified area.
4. Removing the threat of the detected mines by neutralization (either removal or detonation).
5. Enforcing quality control measures.
There is a need to verify that the
cleared area is free from mines with a high
level of confidence.
A clearance priority raring should be
given to each mapped mine field by taking into co nsideration facto rs of a social
and econom ical nature, as well as those
related to weather and ground conditions.
It is necessary to associate rh is srep with
a mine awareness program, which aims
at reducing civilian casualties caused by
mines and other explosive devices. Locating rhe contaminated land will help
to separate the danger fro m people and
to make the uncontaminated land available for use imm ediately.

Solutions and Priorities

•

Curre nt demining technology is
slow, expensive and dangerous, and it can
only cover a few hundred square meters
per day. lt becomes urgent to develop
detection (individual and area), identification and removal techniques to increase
the efficiency of demining operations by
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Demining Approaches
and Techniques
The demining methods currendy
being used are not safe for those clearing
the mines or for rhose who must occupy
the land after it has been cleared. The
methods are neither cost effective nor efficient. Mine clearance itself can be accom plish ed through different methods
wi rh varying levels of technology, but the
most laborious way is still the most reliable. We should favo r technologies that
can be manufactured in mined countries,
that are transferable and that provide
employment and economic infrastructure
where it is most urgendy required.

Manual Demining
Manual Demining is a procedure in
which mines are manually detected and
neutralized by a human deminer [1 - 5].
The deminer fi rst scans the ground with
a metal detector. Then the deminer uses
a prodder in order to feel, locate and identify the object causi ng the signal, after
which the deminer carefully uncovers it.
When operating in this way, the detection phase still relies heavily on metal
detectors, whereby each alarm needs to
be carefully checked until it has been fully
understood and/or its source removed.
Most mines contain enough metal to be
detected by this method; however, only
about one in every I 000 signals detected
belongs to a mine or UXO. In general,
the ground being cleared is often saturated with metal fragment, shrapnel and
cans, making manual demining methods
slow, extremely dangerous and expensive.
Complicating matters more, about one-third
of all AP landmines curren tly deployed
are metal free. The accuracy of metal detection depends heavily on the level of
mineralization and debris in th e ground,
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the typ e of mine used and the time
needed to clear land varies enormously,
depending on local conditions.

The Use ofAnimals, Insects and
Bacteria
So far, dogs are considered the best
detectors of explosives. Their sensitivity
to this kind of substance is estimated to
be 10,000 rimes higher than that of a
man-made detector. Specially trained
dogs are used to detect the characteristic
smell of explosive residue that emanates
from mines regardless of their composition or how long they have been implanted.
This enables the dogs to detect mines
with low metal content that are undetectable by metal detectors. In addition, because dogs do nor respond to metal, soil
or non-explosive objects, they eliminate
much of the time-consuming shortcomin gs of manual detection techniques.
Mine detection dogs ca n work in almost
all types of terrain. They are also easy to
transport and highly reliable, and rhey
can screen land up to five times faster than
manual deminers. South Africa and Afghanistan have reported success, but it
was more in locating the edges of mine
fields than in finding individual mines.
Dogs can be overwhelmed in areas with
dense landmine contami nation. Moreover, they can only work for short periods each day (about a couple of hours a
day). Dogs can become confused if rhey
can smell explosive coming from several
sources at once. The effectiveness of the
dogs depends entirely on their level of
training, the skill of their handlers and
on their correct use.
Trained rats may be the best and
cheapest form oflandmine detector. Rats
have certain advantages over dogs. T hey
have a better sense of smell, are cheaper
to keep and maintain and they are more

resistant to tropical disease. Since they are
smaller, they can be transported even
more easily. In addition, they are very
suitable for repetitive tasks. African
Pouched Rats in particular have sensitive
noses and can be trained like dogs to detect explosive vapors. The G eneva !mernational Center for Humanitarian
Oemining (GICHD) is examining the
use of rodenr deteccion as part ofa dog study.
Besides dogs and rats, other animals
are being considered for their possible use
as mine detectors. Researchers at Sandia
National Laboratories and the University
of Montana are trying to determine
whether foraging bees can reliably and
inexpensively detect buried landmines.
They are trying ro see if bees can be
trained to find residues ofTNT (the primary ingredient of most landmines) and
bring the evidence hom e. Also, pigs are
thought to be better at "sniffi ng" than
dogs and might be better at finding
mines. So far, no open literature has been
seen describing any rests or trials. An additional technology for getting rid of
landmines and UXO that is now under
study at Oak Ridge National Laboratories (ORNL) could rake advantage of the
same microscopic, generically engineered
bacteria that are also being used in waste
management technologies. These bacteria can be genetically engineered to glow
in the presence of certain compo unds,
including explosives.

Mechanical Demining
Mechanical approaches rely on the
use of motorized mine-clearers whose
design is influenced by military demining
requiremen ts. Military devices are des igned ro clear only a navigable path
through a field rather than remove all the
mines in the area. A number of mechanical mine clearing machines have been
constructed or adapted from military vehicles or armored vehicles of the same or
similar type, with the same or reduced
size [4-6, 15]. Mechanical mine clearance
systems (such as armored vehicles, plows
and flails) unearth mines or fo rce them
to explode under the pressure of heavy
machinery. Mechanical clearance may be
used on large areas (agricultural areas, for
instance) and favorable terrain such as
flat, sandy areas with no dense vegetation.

In small paths or thick bush, such machines simply cannot maneuver. These
systems are employed for mine verification and area reduction tasks as well as
actual mine field clearance. Large mechanical systems -in particular rhe flail
and tiller machines- do require substantial investments, nor on ly for machine
costs, but also for logistics and maimenance , and they can only be employed
on a fraction of the total mined areas.
The mechanical approach is fast, bur
it cannot achieve th e humanitarian
demining accuracy and safety standards,
nor will it in the near future. With this
technique, machines often do nor destroy
all mines in a contaminated area, and AP
mines may be pushed to the side or buried deeper or partly damaged, making
them more dangerous. However, mechanical clearance in support of manual
clearance can be cheaper and significa nrly
safer for deminers (if rhey operate such
machines remotely). [n some terrains and
circumstances, it is difficult to imagine
mechanical methods being applicable
(e.g., in defensive ditches, around large
trees, inside residential areas, o n soft terrain , ere.) However, machin es can speed
the clearance process when used in combination with manual clearers, and they
may also be useful for quickly verifYing
that an area is clear of land mines so that
manual clearers can concentrate on those
areas that are most likely ro be infested.
Environmental effects due to exploded mine residuals (such as erosion
and soil pollution) have nor been sufficiently studied. There are logistical problems associated with transporting heavy
machinery to remote areas in counrries
with little infrastructu re. Other critical
limi tations are mobility and maneuverability, since wheeled vehicles cannot
travel efficiently on anything other than
flat surfaces, while tracked veh icles cannot travel in areas wirh steep vertical walls.
Also, machines in general cannot climb
undefined obstacles or get through narrow entrances. Additionally, it is important for such machines to work in a wide
range of operational conditio ns (such as
temperature and humidity) , and there is
a need for protection against dust for
engin es and crews.
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Robots and Humanitarian
Demining
Most people in rh e min e clearance
community would be delighted if their
work could be done remotely or, even
better, roboticall y. The benefits of mounting a mine detector on a remotely controlled vehicle must be balanced against
the added cost and poss ible reduction in
efficiency. A cost analysis should be conducted to determine to what extent remotely controlled vehicles are justified.
Properly sized robotic solutions wi th
a suitable modularized mechanized structure that are well-adapted to local conditions of mine fields can greatly improve
the safety of personnel as well as the efficiency, productivity and flexibility of the
work. Solving this problem presents challenges in robotic mechanics and mobility, se nsors and sensor fusion, autonomous or sem i-au tonomous navigati on
and machine intelligence. Furthermore,
the use of many robots coordinating their
movements will improve the productivity of overall mine detection processes
through the use of team cooperation and
coord ination [7, 8, 14]. One benefit
would be increased safety by removing the
operator from rhe hazardous area. There
are still some doubts whether such equipment will operate as effectively when the
operator is at a distance or has been removed altogether. There is little value in
a system that makes life safer for the operator but that is less effective at clearing
the ground. Accordingly, a serious evaluation and analysis should be co nducted,
and efficient designs and tec hniques
should be developed.
A reasonably cheap but reliable robot platform is required as the ultimate
solution. The target robot should have rhe
capabil ity to operate in different control
modes, including the tele-operated and
semi-autonomo u s mode. The robot
shou ld have reliable navigation capabilities over an area to be cleared with efficient and flexible locomotion capability.
It will have ro be designed to nor exceed
the thresho ld that sets off the mi nes in
question. Lastly, it should be easy to use;
even someone with only basic traini ng
should be able to operate the system.

T he possible introduction of robots
into the demining process can be done
th rough surface preparation and marking, verification, sped-up detection and
mapping, and mine removal or neutralization. Clearly, it is difficult to design a
universal robot/ machine that is applicable
to different terra ins and works under diffe rent environmental conditions to m eet
demini ng requirem ents. The high cost
and so phisticated tech no logy used in
robots that require highly trained personnel to operate and maintain them are
additional factors limiting the possibilities of using robots for humanitarian
demining. In spite of this, many efforts
have been made to develop effective robots for cheap and fast solutions.

M ine Detection and
Sensing Technologies
Mine detection represents the slowes t yet most important step of the
dem ining process, and the quality of mine
detectors affects the efficiency and safety
of this process. Mine detection targets
need to achieve a high probability of detection while maintaining a low probability of false alarms. It is imporrant to develop effective detection technologies that
speed up the detection process, maximize
detection reliability and accuracy, reduce
the fa lse alarm rate, improve the abil ity
ro positively discriminate landmines from
other buried objects and metallic debris,
and enhance the safety and protection of
deminers. In addition, there is a need ro
have simple, fl exibl e and user-friendly
interaction that allows safe operation
without the need for extensive training.
Fu rthermore, carefu l study of the limitations of any tool with regard ro the location, environment and soil composition
is critical. Knowing the required technical operation and maintenance skills is
important, as is remembering rhat not all
high-tech solutions may be workable in
different soil and environmental conditions. The development phase of such
new technologies requires a well-established set of resting facilities that simulates conditions closely resembling those
of the mine-affected area. The testing
phase should be followed by extensive
field trials in real scenarios to validate the

new technologies under actual field conditions to specifY benefi ts and limitations
of different methods. The work must be
performed in close cooperation with endusers of the equipment, and real deminers
should carry out the test at a real site. This
will ensure that rh e developments are
consisten t with practical operational procedures in the context of humanitarian
demining and that the technology is fulfilling user requirements. Also, there is a
need to have a reliable set of global standards for assessing the availability, suitabili ty and affordability of technology
with common information tools that allow for these assessments and evaluations.
This can be enhanced by benchmarking
the performance levels to develop equiprnenr,systemsandalgorithrns. [5, 11-1 3].
The idea of developing multi-sensor solutions involving two or more sensors linked to computer-based decision
support systems with advanced signal
processing techniques is attractive and is
advocated by many as a fruitful line of
development. Because of this, there is a
need to use complementary sensor technologies and ro have an appropriate sensor data fus ion. A critical need is the ability to distinguish fragments or stones
from the target material in real time.

Conclusions
Due to the complex ity of the
landmine problem and poor coordination
of new technologies, development and
field requirements , a well-coordinated
plan needs to be developed at international, regional, national and organizational levels to address the issue of lmmanitarian mine clearance. Any single
breakthrough in technology should be
viewed as yet another tool available for
use in the dem ining process, but we must
realize that that particular tool may not
be appropriate under all conditions. All
of the above-mentioned approaches of
humanitarian mine clearance are effective and practical in specific circumstances. A Tool Box approach has to be
adopted, and different procedures and
technologies have to be used for the clearance of different types of land under different conditions. The international com-
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muniry must act to foster and further
these research programs and coordin ate
their efforrs in order to provide mine
clearance personnel in the field with technologies , procedures and standards that
could enhance rhe effe ctiveness, cos t
efficiency, reliability and safety of humanitarian mine clearance. •
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